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Women’s Support Project

Voluntary organisation -works against violence against women 

and children.  

Our work addresses a broad range of issues, including; child 

sexual abuse and incest, rape and sexual assault, domestic 

violence, prostitution and other forms of commercial sexual 

exploitation.

Themes in the work have included developing understanding of 

the links between different forms of male violence, and 

promoting interagency responses.



Introductions

Who you are.

Why did you come along today?

What do you hope to get out of it? 



• Be more aware of what commercial sexual exploitation is 

• Be more aware of the strategic and legal approach in Scotland

• Have a better understanding of the national and local pictures

• Have a better understanding of the needs of those involved in CSE

• Be more aware of a proposed model for Scotland

Focus on those 18+

Handouts / notes





Explicit language and content

Sexual violence and abuse

Contested area 



Working agreement
•Listen with open ears and respond with respect

•Consider others backgrounds and experiences

•Value differences

•Challenge ideas & opinions

•Be brave – ask questions (including of yourself)

•Confidentiality

•Mobile phones / social media



Language

•Men – men and women who condone, 
choose to use or benefit from the 
purchase of sexual activity,

•Women – women, men, young people 
who sell or trade sexual activity



What is commercial sexual exploitation – how 
would you define it?

What forms have you heard of?



Prostitution can be defined as “Any form of payment where 
sexual acts are exchanged, this may be in the form of money, 

accommodation, drugs, food or alcohol and is a form of 
violence against women.”

(Scottish government 2018)



Commercial Sexual Exploitation 

& Prostitution

“Sexual exploitation is a practice by which person(s) achieve sexual 
gratification, or financial gain, or advancement through the abuse of a 
person’s sexuality by abrogating that person’s human right to dignity, 
equality, autonomy, and physical and mental well-being.”



Forms & Manifestations of CSE
Pornography (still images, films, internet interactive)

Phone sex / web camming/ live sex shows/ peep shows/

strip clubs/ lap dancing clubs

Prostitution –

on street, 

in homes & flats

saunas/ brothels/ massage parlours/ escort services / “Independent” escorting

“survival” sex – outside more formalised sex industry

Trafficking

Sex tourism 

Mail order brides



Unscathed pod cast



What is the strategic situation in Scotland?



Equally Safe

Scotland’s strategy to prevent and eradicate all forms of VAWG 

• domestic abuse, rape and sexual assault;

• sexual harassment and intimidation at work and in public; stalking;

• commercial sexual exploitation such as prostitution, pornography and
human trafficking; 

• dowry-related violence; female genital mutilation

• (FGM); forced marriage; and so-called ‘honour’ based violence. (pg 8 
ES)



The Strategy - four key outcomes

1. Scottish society reflects the values of equality and mutual respect, 
and rejects all forms of violence against women and girls.

2. Women and girls thrive in an equal Scotland, and situational and 
structural protective factors are strengthened.

3. Our interventions are early and effective, disrupting violence, and 
maximising women’s safety and wellbeing.

4. Men who perpetrate violence against women and girls are held to 
account and supported to change their behaviour.



Key objectives 
1. Positive gender identity is promoted.
2. Young people’s relationships are healthy and positive.
3. Individuals and communities understand and are empowered to challenge 

violence.
4. Power and material resources are distributed equally between men and 

women.
5. Women and girls feel safe, respected and equal in our communities.
6. Women and girls access appropriate and high quality services.
7. Service providers are confident and skilled to identify and respond toVAWG
8. Recovery from drug and alcohol problems is supported.
9. Men who perpetrate violence access appropriate services and support.
10. Justice responses are robust, swift, consistent and co-ordinated



Any ideas on what it says on CSE?



Equally Safe and CSE?
1/Commission a mapping of existing specialist support for those 
experiencing commercial sexual exploitation, to better 
understand current coverage and good practice

2/To ensure that we strengthen our efforts to tackle commercial 
sexual exploitation, we’ll establish a multi-agency group to:-

• develop steps designed to reduce the harms associated with 
this kind of violence, 

• support women to exit and 

• tackle holistically the issues that can lead to someone becoming 
exploited in this way.”



Other relevant strategies

• Human Trafficking and Exploitation Strategy

• Serious and Organised Crme strategy

• Child Sexual exploitation strategy

• Sexual Health / BBV strategy  



The law



Is it legal?
To have sex in a public place?

To stop someone in the street and ask them if they are selling sex?

To stop someone on the street and ask them if they want to buy sex?

To rent a hotel room and have punters come to it to pay for sex?

To advertise on a website that you are selling sex?

To run an escort agency that provides women for sexual activity?

To rent a flat and charge women to use one of the rooms to sell sex?

To contact a woman and ask if she wants to become an escort?

To be in a house  alongside 2 other women selling sex?

To manage a sauna where women sell sex?



Legal situation
In Scotland , prostitution itself (the exchange of sexual services for money) is not illegal but associated activities (such as public 
solicitation, operating a brothel or other forms of pimping ) are outlawed.

Street prostitution is dealt with under the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 , section 46(1), which states that: a prostitute 
(whether male or female) who for the purposes of prostitution either

loiters in a public place

solicits in a public place or in any other place so as to be seen from a

public place or

importunes any person in a public place

shall be guilty of an offence.

Kerb crawling , soliciting a prostitute for sex in a public place and loitering for

the same purpose are also illegal. This was introduced in the Prostitution

Public Places act 2007. Prostitution Public Places Act . The maximum penalty

for which is a £1000 fine. This came into force on 15 October 2007.

http://www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/acts2007/asp_20070011_en_1



PROSTITUTION – BROTHELS
Procurement or running a brothel is covered under the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 
1995 (c. 39).

Operating a brothel is illegal in Scotland. A brothel is understood to be more than two women 
operating out of the one house / flat at the same time. A person can be found guilty if they:

• knowingly permits premises or any part thereof to be used as a brothel or for the purposes of 
habitual prostitution; or

• (c) being the lessor or landlord of any premises, or the agent of such lessor or landlord, lets the 
same or any part thereof with the knowledge that such premises or some part thereof are or is to 
be used as a brothel, or is willfully a party to the continued use of such premises or any part 
thereof as a brothel,

shall be guilty of an offence .

• Other forms of pimping are also illegal .

• http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1995/39/contents#pt1-pb3-l1g11



"Prostitution represents an insidious form 
of abuse of women and men.” 

On 6 December 2012, Solicitor General Lesley Thomson QC –

launching new guidelines: 



Crown Prosecution Service (CPS):

The CPS recognises prostitution as violence against women.

It recommends:

• "enforcement activity [be] focused on those who create the demand 
for on-street sex, such as kerb crawlers."

• a multi-agency approach be adopted "to enable women involved in 
prostitution to develop routes out of prostitution

Crown Prosecution Service Legal Guidance, Prostitution and 
Exploitation of Prostitution.

http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/p_to_r/prostitution_and_exploitation_of_
prostitution.

http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/p_to_r/prostitution_and_exploitation_of_prostitution


"The physical and emotional damage prostitution can cause to 
vulnerable individuals should be at the forefront of operational 
policing.”

"Demand is a key, driving factor in the development of the prostitution 
market. If demand to buy sex or similar services disappeared, the 
industry would either have to go to great lengths to create a demand 
(through advertising, etc.), or would dry up completely ’

ACPO Strategy & Supporting Operational Guidance for Policing 
Prostitution and Sexual Exploitation', Association of Chief Police 
Officers, 2011. Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) / National 
Police Chiefs' Council (NPCC): The NPCC (formally ACPO) provide 
guidance for police forces in England and Wales. The 2011 



NPCC 2016
New guidance to the police stresses that they have a 
“responsibility to protect” women in prostitution, and 
should treat these women “not… as offenders per se 
but people who may become victims of crime.”

• Non enforcement approach
• View those involved as victims not criminals
• Build more positive relationships with those involved

http://news.sky.com/story/1637747/police-could-stop-raids-on-suspected-brothels


Operation Factor

"Human beings are not products which can ever be bought and sold and this will 
never be tolerated. These despicable individuals took advantage of desperate and 
vulnerable people and were willing to trade misery for profit.

"Many agencies took part in Operation Factor, all with a common goal of keeping 
people safe. I hope the fact that these people have been caught and brought to 
justice shows our determination to eradicate this disgrace from our society and 
should act as a warning to others who are involved in this abhorrent way of life that 
we are coming to get you.“

Detective Inspector Stephen Grant, from the force's Major Investigation Teams

http://news.stv.tv/scotland/269618-two-scots-admit-involvement-in-uk-wide-sex-
trafficking-ring/



Pragmatic approach

Edinburgh was the first city in the UK to effectively decriminalise 
brothels when it granted saunas and massage parlours entertainment 
licences in 1982.







2 convicted of brothel keeping in Edinburgh

“They are heartless and they deserve to be in jail.”

She worked in the brothel when she was only 17 and said the largest proportion of girls were students, the rest 
were addicts and single parents.

“A lot of the girls were educated but they needed the money. We had medical students and law students. 
There were young girls from 16 upwards and she didn’t bother to check their ages.

“The younger the better for the clients, that’s how Margaret saw it. That’s what the men liked and she liked 
them young because they were easy to manipulate. I came from a family who were good people but poverty 
stricken. I couldn’t make ends meet.

“A lot of the girls she employed were young and she would threaten to tell their parents if they didn’t do what 
she wanted.”

Paterson also liked to employ addicts because they were so desperate.

‘If a client wanted someone to dominate, she would send a junkie because they could do what they wanted 
with her.”

Laura – started when she was 17

Read more at http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/prostitute-says-brothel-keepers-deserve-2148281#hWjsm4siC8Do2MHM.99



Cases thrown out of court 2015 due to 
informal agreement between police, council 

and Health Board

•



Contested area

Exploitation vs employment

Choice vs control 

Consent vs coercion



Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



Ronald Leggatt, 65   New Jersey homeless man

history of Alcohol misuse

Was offered $5 to pour coffee on his head and agree to be filmed 

Did it twice 

Suffered burns on face and scalp

Leggatt said that although he sensed he was being made fun of, he wanted the money too badly 
to turn down the offer

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3411896/No-charges-homeless-man-paid-pour-coffee-
head.html#ixzz3zZlZFMvG

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3411896/No-charges-homeless-man-paid-pour-coffee-head.html#ixzz3zZlZFMvG


What is your reaction?



Can money freely agreed and exchanged cancel out harm?

Who is responsible for any harm caused?

Can someone consent to being exploited?

Who had the power in this situation?

Should we deny Ronald’s agency in making a choice?



He choose to do it
He was in control of what happened to his 
body
He was a willing participant
He consented to all elements of it – act & film 
He knew the potential consequences
He financially benefitted from it



Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



Polarised positions

For more than forty years, people and organisations have 
explicitly wrestled with the theoretical and practical 
implications of different responses to the sale and 
purchase of sex.



Two main approaches existing:

• one approach views prostitution as a violation of women’s rights – which 
results in and maintains gender inequality for women; is harmful for 
those involved and has wider negative consequences

• the other approach maintains that prostitution itself promotes gender 
equality by promoting a woman’s right to control what she wants to do 
with her body;



Abolitionist campaigners -

• priority is securing the safety of women in prostitution 

• embedded in an understanding of prostitution as intrinsically harmful 

• both a cause and a consequence of sexual inequality. 

sex workers’ rights advocates -

• prostitution as a consensually undertaken economic activity 

• made perilous by social stigma

• promote liberal/ libertarian frameworks & legislative approaches



“While philosophical positions on 
prostitution are incompatible, there are 
layers of consensus, in research and 
practice, that are too rarely 
acknowledged.” 

4 Kelly, L., Coy, M., and R. Davenport (2009) Shifting Sands; A Comparison of Prostitution 
Regimes Across Nine Countries CWASU, London Metropolitan University 



Prostitution and cultural impact –
gender equality



“We need to engage with individual 
women’s experiences of selling sex, but 
also prostitution as a gendered system. “

Engender – response to jean Urquhart’s Prostitution Reform Act proposals 2015



“The debate takes place in a society with unbalanced 
power relations between men and women, notably 
regarding financial and economic resources. These 

power relations continue to affect men and women’s 
sexuality and perpetuate images of men buying sex 

from women. 

Prostitution is therefore not only perceived as 
reinforcing gender stereotypes but also as an 

expression of the idea of men’s unlimited access to 
women’s bodies and sexuality in accordance with their 

economic power.”

De Miguel, A. (2012)



Prostitution is both a cause and a consequence of gender 
inequality, and that attempts to legitimise the purchase of sex 

effectively sanctions the bodies of women as acceptable 
commodities to be bought for sexual purposes, whilst 

institutionalising the rights of men as purchasers of these 
bodies. 

This in turn merely serves to perpetuate hierarchical relations 
between the genders at the societal level, and in doing so 

further widens the inequality gap between all men and women 
in that state. 

European Parliament resolution of 26 February 2014 on sexual exploitation and prostitution and its impact on gender equality (2013/2103(INI)). Available at: 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+REPORT+A7-2014-0071+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN



It is impossible to de-gender prostitution, because it sits at the 
nexus of a host of gendered structural inequalities. Various parts of 
the prostitution system depend on:

• the relative impunity with which men can abuse and control women and girls, 

• an economy-wide lack of good quality flexible or part-time work, 

• occupational segregation, 

• women’s unequal responsibilities for unpaid care, 

• a system of social security that is increasingly failing to provide a safety net for women, 
and 

• a cultural acceptance of the centrality of men’s sexual desires and expectations. 

Engender (2015) A Widening Gap: Women and Welfare Reform 



What is commercial sexual exploitation?

• Commercial sexual Exploitation (CSE) Includes a wide range of often 
linked sexual activities which (typically) men profit From or buy from 
women and which objectify and harm women.

• GBV Briefings – Health Scotland



Commercial

• Engaged in commerce; of, pertaining to or bearing on 
commerce

• Interested in financial return rather than artistry; likely 
to make profit; regarded as a mere matter of business.  
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
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Transactional 
Exchange of sexual activity or services for

•Money

•Drink / drugs

•Food / clothing

•Gadgets / items

•Rent / room / shelter

•Protection / remove threats

•Safety

For self or other(s)



Exploitation

• Making something productive, profitable or useful

• Taking full advantage of a situation

• Persistent social relationship in which some persons/groups are mistreated 
or unfairly used for the benefit of others#

• Advantage or benefit to A

• Unequal/asymmetrical relationship

• Losses/effects/harms to B 



Power



Power
• Sexual exploitation of children and young people under 18 involves exploitative 

situations, contexts and relationships where young people (or a third person or 
persons) receive 'something' (e.g. food, accommodation, drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, 
affection, gifts, money) as a result of them performing, and/or another or others 
performing on them, sexual activities. 

• Child sexual exploitation can occur through the use of technology without the child's 
immediate recognition; for example being persuaded to post sexual images on the 
Internet/mobile phones without immediate payment or gain. 

• In all cases, those exploiting the child/young person have power over them by 
virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical strength and/or economic or other 
resources. Violence, coercion and intimidation are common, involvement in 
exploitative relationships being characterised in the main by the child or young 
person's limited availability of choice resulting from their social/economic and/or 
emotional vulnerability. 

• This definition of child sexual exploitation was created by the UK National 
Working Group for Sexually Exploited Children and Young People (NWG) and is 
used in statutory guidance for England.



Does that change once a person turns 18?

power over them by virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical 
strength and/or economic or other resources. 

limited availability of choice resulting from their social/economic 
and/or emotional vulnerability



Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



What about in this area?

What happens here?
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What about in this area?

• It is not an issue here.

• Is it an issue?

• I really hope it is not an issue?

• I think it might be?

• It is an issue.



Forms & Manifestations of CSE
Pornography (still images, films, internet interactive)

Phone sex / web camming/ live sex shows/ peep shows/

strip clubs/ lap dancing clubs

Prostitution –

on street, 

in homes & flats/ 

saunas/ brothels/ massage parlours/ escort services / “Independent” escorting

“survival” sex – outside more formalised sex industry

Trafficking

Sex tourism 

Mail order brides
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Is there?
• Any vulnerable children / yp?

• Any vulnerable women and men?

• Any Alcohol & substance misuse?

• Any homelessness?

• Any Poverty or economic pressures?

• Any unemployment?

• Any violence against women?
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Local areas- supply

• Women travel – Dundee and Aberdeen

• Women will go on tour - Scotland, UK etc

• Women will exchange sex in their own homes

• Women will operate out of brothels in area

• Women operate on outcall  to homes

• Women operate on incall basis - homes / flats

• Women involved in webcam work, porn 
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·  Scotland scandals 
·  Scottish desire 
·  Scotland liaisons 
· Escort Scotland 
· Escort plus 
· Escort list 
·  Ideal escorts 
·  Intimate escorts 
·  Sexy and independent escorts 
·  Punter net 
· UK escort search 
· Punter link 
·  Escort net 
·  Alba ladies 
·  Butterfly escorts 
·  Pure bizness 
· Escort collection 
·  AA bella escorts 
·  Girl-directory 
· Escorts Scotland 
· Escort sexia 
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Escort agencies









Hello gentlemen 

I'm Kathy, a 22 year old girl from Japan. 

I am super busty and playful escort girl. I'm in a size 8 with 
natural 34C breasts, curves in all the right places and the 
perkiest bum you have not squeezed ever. 

I was also a porn star when I was in Japan, so I am very 
experienced to please you.

I am experienced and also specialised in oriental adult service 
skills. I provide full adult service of course. My service is 
excellent as all my clients said so.

My personality is soft and gentle like many other oriental girls. 
Please come to me if you like oriental girls or enjoy oriental 
adult services. I am sure you won't forget the moment we spend 
together once you meet me up. 

I am located in Ayr City Centre Scotland KA7 area which is just a 
couple of minutes from Aye train station, also covering Alloway, 
Dunure, Dunure Mains, Fisherton, Holmston, Lagg, Minishant, 
Nether Auchendrane, Seafield, Waterside and Whitletts.Come
to me and enjoy the oriental exotic fun.

Please call me at 07404325594 for more details.

Look forward to seeing you.

:)



• Hello Gentlemen,

I am Alice, a 22 year old girl from Japan. 

• I'm in a size 8 with natural 34C breasts. I have a sweet face and 
beautiful hair along down with my nicely curved body. I am very 
open minded and passionate, giving you new different feelings 
every time we stay together.

I just came to this country a few months ago. At the moment I 
have free time, capable to offer sensual full body to body massage 
and full personal service in my nice clean apartment. I'm also 
offering outcall services in your home or hotel at your very 
convenience. If you come to have fun with me, you won't regret it 
and forget me. 

I offer good service and know how to make a gentleman feel 
comfortable and totally relaxed. If you are seeking a sexy and 
smart oriental girl for fun and relaxation, come to me.

I don't accept hidden number phone calls.

Call me at 07404325600

My location is in Ayr City Centre Scotland KA7 area which is just a 
couple of minutes from Aye train station, also covering Alloway, 
Dunure, Dunure Mains, Fisherton, Holmston, Lagg, Minishant, 
Nether Auchendrane, Seafield, Waterside and Whitletts.

:)



Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



Who knows?



Sexual health?

Drugs and alcohol partnerships?

Maternity services?

Police Scotland / criminal justice ?

VAW projects?

Mental Health / trauma?

Child / Adult Support Protection?

Welfare?

Housing / homelessness?

GPs?



What pushes women towards sexual 
exploitation?



Often the most common responses to the question, ‘What causes 
prostitution?’ are ‘poverty’, ‘drug addiction’, and ‘a history of abuse and 
violence’.

In fact these are factors that lead or force vulnerable women and men into 
prostitution, rather than the cause of prostitution itself. 

The cause of prostitution is the exploitation of vulnerability and inequality, 
either by individuals or by the sex industries.



Encompass Scoping Exercise
Jan – Mar 2014
• Financial / Economic pressures
• Employment and realistic alternatives
• Social eg Stable and affordable Housing 
• Social capital and social attitudes
• Personal safety
• Mental and emotional health 
• Health eg addictions
• Sexual and reproductive health
• Legal concerns and fears
• Lonliness and isolation



What are womens needs?



Womens Clinic Edinburgh 2016 statistics

• 376 consultations with 204 different women

• 54% UK (mostly Scottish)

• 46% nonUK (mostly Romanian)

• 94% currently or prev involved in prostitution



Illegal substance use, alcohol and mental health problems
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What do women want from services?



• 51% mental ill-health

• 66% use substances or excess alcohol

• 40% victim of rape or sexual assault

• 75% had experienced childhood abuse



What do women need?

• Bespoke service for their individual needs

• Adaptable – as needs may change

• Somewhere safe and non judgemental

• Quality service and to be given time

• Trauma informed care

• Someone to listen

• Multiagency approach

• To be allowed to have a dream and reach for it



Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



Voices of survivors and current sex workers?



Whose voice?

Traumatized poor marginalised women being sold for sex on Gumtree and 
middle-class white escorts may both be equally capable of communicating 
their experiences with prostitution on an individual level, but to argue that 
those experiences will be equally represented to the public through the 
media infrastructure is naïve.

Inside a system that privileges the voices most likely to validate power, 
“listening to sex workers” often means uncritically accepting the public 
statements of a small minority of women in prostitution – most of whom are 
likely to be white, middle-class, young, and able-bodied.

Rae Storey Survivor



Survivors voices

“Around the world, survivors’ experiences illustrate that sex trafficking 
and commercial sexual exploitation is a human rights violation that 
predominantly impacts women and girls. Their voices are a powerful 
tool to put a human face to this crime, dispel myths and encourage 
action; the stories they share are part of a bigger platform for change. 
Survivors know not only of the experiences they have lived, but have 
insight as to which strategies and solutions are most effective to 
combat the harms associated with the sex trade. Survivor leaders must 
be part of shaping the solution and influencing global anti-trafficking, 
prostitution and gender equality policies and legislation.” 

Equality Now 2014



choice

Mayhew and Mossman (2007) identify 4 different types of people 
involved in prostitution. 

• A preferred career. 

• The best occupational option. 

• The result of limited choice. 

• The result of no choice



I didnt choose prostitution

Prostitution choose me

Bridget Perrier: tgam.ca/TheTrafficked

http://tgam.ca/TheTrafficked


"When people talk about decriminalizing the sex trade, what they’re 
really saying is that it’s okay to buy people and treat them like objects. 
Because that’s what the majority of the sex trade is—people with 
money or power using a less fortunate person however they want. I 
can’t accept that.

A few people’s “right” to sell sex doesn’t negate the rights of all those 
who are hurt in this system to not be bought. We can’t turn a blind eye 
to the kids and vulnerable adults who are chewed up and spit out by 
this industry. I didn’t have a choice. The girls I work with now didn’t 
have a choice. We didn’t make a decision; a decision was made for us. 
That’s who we need to protect. That’s who I fight for.”

Audrey Morrissey, Associate Director of My Life My Choice, trafficking survivor

://www.demandabolition.org/blog/my-experience-in-the-sex-trade-had-nothing-to-do-with-choice/



Choice 
Consent 
Control



Inside the Sex Industry 

media co-op

Cathy weir

WSP / Encompass

Cathy's striking, honest and at times darkly absurd collection of 
illustrations highlight concepts of power, choice and control .



Ground hog day



Cut in half



Only bit of kindness



Choice



Add to Basket



Puppet on a string



Baggage



Whose daughter?



Choice 



Joanne – a few wee kind words





“Weapon”

“I wasn't prepared for 
that life, not at all. 

If anything did happen, I 
didnae have any'hing to 

protect myself wi'.  

I had a nail file. That was 
it.”  



“The shifts in the sauna were horrendous, literally you'd start at ten in 
the morning till eleven in the evening.

It was almost like a, like working in a factory you know. Stuff comes 
down the conveyer belt, you pack it, it goes.

It's made out as though you've got choice but actually, you're kind of, 
not forced but, yeah, you do feel obliged to have to do any client that 
comes in.”

Cassy



“Easy money”

The money doesn’t last. You can 
make the money but once you’re 
not new anymore, the money is 

harder to come by.

Oh when you’re new, it’s basically 
like you’re fresh meat. 

It’s something new for a customer 
to try and once they’ve tried you, 

you’re not new anymore. 



“One week”

When I arrived, he said if I want to go 

sleep, I must sleep with make-up on and 

everything be ready. If someone’s calling 

I have to answer phone even if I’m 

sleeping. 

So you kinda have to be available and 

ready, twenty four hours. All the time. 

I was like, “Really?” 

Sometimes I had to wake up and to take 

the customer straight away, middle of 

night and early morning.

Natasha



“Call after call”

After two hours my first 
customer contacted me. 

Some days I think, like 
forty/ fifty would contact 

me.

Natasha



Consent



I had to drink like 
every day to get tipsy 
and drunk. 

A bottle of vodka. 
If I wasn’t drunk or 
something, I couldn’t 
go.

Natasha



“Step into the unknown”

At the start I used to drink my way 
through it. I would drink on every 

shift, just to try and put it out of your 
head. Drugs were involved. That’s 
how you coped.  I got to a stage 

where I couldn’t do that anymore. But 
I was still choosing to do the job so I 
suppose that’s when it affects you 

more. When there isn’t anything to 
cushion that blow. When the buffer 

isn’t there.



“You do become detached and you start to see yourself 

from the outside but not really see yourself at all.

You all just become these numb statues that stand on a 

street corner, goes through the motions, doesn't think 

about anything too much.”

Sarah Jane



“Hidden”

I’ve realised, “Fuck I canny stop my drugs
and still work.” so it’s like fuck, the two of

them come together. Took me years to
notice that the two of them come hand in

hand. I canny do one without the other.



Control





“When a client phones, like you've got your work phone and you've got 
this ring tone on it that just, every time the phone rings your stomach 
just drops.

If I was doing drugs at the time I had to do some drugs before I 
went……… If I had drugs I'd do more drugs in the toilet, pretend I was 
just freshening up…..

…….. And that’s how you prepare yourself really. Once you're in that 
room and you're with them you just click into this mode. You're there, 
you become this character. Everything's make believe, nothing’s real, 
nothing’s actually genuine about myself. You just get yourself into the 
routine, you don't even think about it. It works for me having those two 
characters it really does. You need it to be able to cut off.”



“The triangle”

That money – it didn't stay wi' 

you. Nah. 

In one hand and into a smack 
dealer's hand, so they were the 

ones that were getting the 
money from it.  From the 

punter to me to the dealer.  

It never stayed with me.



“Once you accept that money you're really theirs to 
do whatever they like with you…. 

….You're kind of caught because you can't just 
leave because you're away in that car so …. even 

though you've done it, you still have to please 
them to actually get back to where you stand.”

Joanne



“I was very very skinny, very emaciated... 

That I couldnae stand up to a man so it was actually a 
pen and I ended up getting the pen took off me and 

stabbed myself with the pen.

You soon quickly learn that you've no really got any... any 
means of protection for yourself. 

So you have to just take the abuse. That's the only way 
to deal with it, is just to take the abuse.”

Joanne



You’re constantly on your guard. 

I used to carry a bookie pen, that 
was my defense. 

I used to think, if anyone does 
anythin’, I’m stabbin’ them in the 
eye. It was a front to make myself 
believe I could be safe. 

The best of it is I never had the guts 
to stab them.



Servcies and support



“I feel different”
I wish I was treated as a flower so 

I can feel happy all the time... 
Every time I’m out from house, I 

feel like people stare at me 
differently than other people and 
I’m not sure if that’s because I’m 

different or because I feel 
different.

I feel like people can feel my 
secret, read it and see it. 

It is not a nice feeling at all.



“Family”

My mum’s house – it’s still hectic.  
You should see it on a Sunday and 

at Christmas. I've got a great 
family, lots of support.

Wi' my mum and dad, they never 
ever fell oot wi' us for any length 

of time. 
They would fire abuse for aboot a 
week but to this day I've still got 

my mum and dad by my side.



“He’s the centre of my world”



If I had not met my support worker, I 
would have been dead by now. 

She has saved my life on so many 
occasions. Sometimes just by being at the 
end of the phone, sometimes by sitting 
and speaking to me for hours. She kept 
me certain that I could stop. 

She was there for me, when I went off the 
rails, she stuck by me. She'd still be there 
for me. There was no judgement there.  

She has been the stable relationship for 
me.  Something I never really had before. 



“Angels”

I told her everything…. that 
made me feel so worthless and 
so vile about myself. I said “You 
know you’re just like an angel” 
and she said to me “We’re all 
angels darling. It’s just some of 
us have dirty faces but there’s 
no face that can’t be cleaned.” 



“Gagged”

People are supposed to be able 
to deal with this kinda thing but 
they’re shuttin’ down and tryin’ 
to get you t’discuss other stuff 
that has no significance 
whatsoever to where you are. 
They don’t wanna know it. You 
see the look in their eyes, it just 
makes ‘em so uncomfortable, you 
can see that they think it’s dirty, 
it’s appalling, it’s disgraceful. It’s 
filthy and it’s wrong. 

That silencing is like a gag. 



“The mask”

I put on this the mask 
every day with the 
makeup, the hair and the 
outfit….It becomes tiring 
‘cos you're constantly 
having to be strong. I 
come home and I take the 
mask off. I can start to be a 
human bein’ for a bit. Be 

myself. 



Corton Vale



Freedom to Create : Inside Outside

Collaborative Project – multi agency

Learning and pilot

Challenges

Learning









Inside Outside blog at https://insideoutsidescotland.wordpress.com/

Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/insideoutsidescotland/

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/_inside_outside_scotland/

Twitter insideoutside@iosscotland

#insideoutsidescotland

https://insideoutsidescotland.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/insideoutsidescotland/
https://www.instagram.com/_inside_outside_scotland/


Thoughts / reflections?

Women's Support Project



Case studies?



Scottish Model

As CSE is recognised as a form of Violence Against 
Women, it follows that we should not be 
criminalising those involved in selling sexual 
activity.  Rather we should instead imbed and 
promote a challenging demand approach – which 
targets those who choose to profit from or 
purchase sexual activity.  



Scottish model

Any approach developed in Scotland should focus on those who are 
most vulnerable and who have little or no alternative to selling sex.  It is 
only right that the focus of attention should be on the majority of 
marginalised and vulnerable people selling sex as opposed to ignoring 
their needs in favour of a smaller minority of more privileged women.  
This is not an exclusionary position which dismisses the voices of sex 
workers but one which acknowledges that some women choose to 
enter into prostitution whilst many do not have the same freedom, 
flexibility and range of options
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Scottish Model
Reduce structural inequality- poverty, opportunities and discrimination

Public education

Decriminalise sellers (including self advertising)

Viable and realistic alternatives

Support – harm education and exiting

• Assertive Outreach / engagement

• Exit and long term  support

• Treatment, trauma support, 

• Alternatives / diversionary conditions

• Social capital

Criminalise purchaser & profteer



Principles for effective service delivery
While the exact model of service delivery should be tailored to each local area, outlined below are the key principles that underpin the effective delivery 
of support and exiting services for women involved in prostitution.

Holistic, tailored provision: A holistic package of specialist support should be tailored to the specific needs of each 
woman. 

A coordinated, multi-agency approach: Local agencies should work together, via a shared prostitution strategy, to 
support women to exit.

Long-term: Exiting prostitution can be a lengthy and difficult process. Services should reflect this and work to provide 
continuity of care.  

Name the problem: Local strategies, and the agencies delivering them, should recognise prostitution as violence 
against women. 

Address on-street and off-street commercial sexual exploitation: Women prostituting in different locations share 
some common barriers to exiting. 

Be flexible and accessible: Services need to be flexible in order to enable women living in chaotic circumstances to 
engage with them.

Monitor and evaluate: All services should collect monitoring data that supports the ongoing development of the local 
prostitution strategy and which can be drawn on for evaluation purposes.



A Scottish Approach

•Norway, Finland, Sweden & Iceland

•France, Eire, N. Ireland,  Scotland - consultations 
and discussions

•Netherlands – tightening regulation

•Australia – tightening regulation

•Germany – (re)considering approach 



Proposed approach



7 elements
Comprehensive primary prevention that supports healthy 
relationships and sexuality

Increased public awareness of the causes and impact of 
prostitution as a form of gender-based violence

Capacity-building so that staff in mainstream services have the 
right skills to meet the needs of those involved in prostitution

Support and harm reduction services for people involved in 
prostitution

Support for people who wish to leave prostitution, and to help 
them recover from their experiences

Decriminalising selling sex in a public place (section 46) and 
removing such convictions from the record

Disrupting prostitution markets and reducing demand by 
criminalising the purchase of sex 



Violence Against Women Strategies and CSE

• Who and what needs to be included in local strategy?

• What are the challenges in developing a strategic approach to CSE?

• What are the barriers in your organisation / services?

• How have you been able to overcome these (or not?)

• How might you overcome these?

• What would support you?



What will you do after 
today?



Thank you

Linda@womenssupportproject.org.uk

Laing??

mailto:Linda@womenssupportproject.org.uk





